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Introduction 
 

These materials illustrate aspects of performance from the 2017 summer AS 
examination series of CCEA’s revised GCE Specification in 2016. 

Students’ grade A responses are reproduced verbatim and are accompanied by 
commentaries written by senior examiners.  The commentaries draw attention to the 
strengths of the students’ responses and indicate, where appropriate, deficiencies 
and how improvements could be made. 

It is intended that the materials should provide a benchmark of candidate 
performance and help teachers and students to raise standards. 

For further details of our support package, please visit our website at 
www.ccea.org.uk 

Best wishes 
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Section A 
Alfred Hitchcock and the Classical Hollywood Style 

Question 1 
Identify three conventions of the Classical Hollywood Style and explain their 
purpose. 

Available Marks:  [10] (AO1) 

Mark Awarded:  10 out of 10 marks 
High Level 3 
 
 
Student’s response 

One convention in Classic Hollywood style is continuity editing.  This is the process 
of making the editing unobtrusive and seamless.  This has the effect of making the 
film look as if it is happening in real time in a linear progression.  This has the effect 
of making the film look as though it is real and causes the audience to feel as if they 
are there.  This is a realism technique that is consistentlyused in Classic Hollywood 
style. 

Another convention in Classic Hollywood style is the use of point of view shots.  this 
places the audience in the shoes of the character and therefore allows them to see 
the film from the characters perspective.  This is another realism technique which 
isused tomake the audience feel as though they are really there rather than 
someone looking on at the scene.  Alfred Hitchcock used this camera technique 
frequently in movies such as Rear Window where he places the audience in the 
shoes of the protagonist who watches out of the window.  Hitchcock then used 
reaction shots to show how the character felt about what was just shown on screen.  
This forms a visual narrative which gives the audience a sense of the characters 
emotions. 

The final convention I am going to discuss is the 180 degree rule.  This is the rule 
that the camera must always be on the opposite side of an invisible, hypothetical line 
in front of where the action is taking place.  This is used to maintain continuity 
between the two characters as this would disorientate the audience otherwise due to 
the fact the scene would look reversed.  This is used by all directors who use Classic 
Hollywood style such as Alfred Hitchcock.  
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Examiner’s comments 

AO1 

This response demonstrates an informed and accurate understanding of the 
Classical Hollywood Style. 

The candidate identifies three specific conventions of the Classical Hollywood Style 
– continuity editing, the 180 degree rule and the use of POV shots. 

There is a clear, concise and confident explanation offered for the way in which each 
of these conventions works. 

The creative purpose of the stylistic techniques is linked to the impact on the 
audience. 

The response demonstrates confident knowledge of film language and there is 
frequent use of appropriate terminology. 

There is evidence of contextual knowledge with Hitchcock cited as one of the main 
proponents of the continuity style and one of his key film’s is referenced to illustrate 
POV camera technique. 
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Question 2 
Sequence.  A killer hides upstairs, waiting to strike an unsuspecting detective. 

Psycho (1960) Director:  Alfred Hitchcock 

Timecode:  01.16.31 – 01.17.38 

Study the following sequence from Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho.  How does 
Hitchcock use camera technique, editing and sound (including music) to 
generate tension and suspense? 
Available Marks:  [30] (AO1 and AO3) 
Mark Awarded:  24 out of 30 marks 
High Level 4 
 
 

Student’s response 

The sequence begin's in a medium shot of the detective entering the room sliently, 
we are conveyed his emotion and intent of not wanting to be heared through the use 
of non diegetic music that accompanys the visual.  The sound is an unsettling 
ambient soft noise of violin create a sense of suspense and tension. 

Point of veiw editing and eye line match is demonstrated as we he looks at around 
the room, most notably the low angle point of view of the staricase.  This use 
contrast and juxtaposion as the images and locations are completely silent creating 
and unsettling atmosphere.  The non diegtic asynchronous music increasing in 
timbre and pitch as he looks at the stair case conveying to us that there is something 
up there creating vicarious suspense as we are emotionally attached and care for 
the detective. 

A medium shot of his legs slowly asending the staircase creates tension, the rule of 
thirds is also demonstrated here drawing our eye to the detective walking into the 
unkown.  A hign shot looking down at the detective walking up the stair case is 
deliberatly used by the master of suspense as it conveys he is in a position of 
weakness and that he is not in control.  The camera is continuously tracking back as 
well conveying that he is making no ground, the use of space around him will always 
be there.  The shot is silghtly out of focus giving the shot a dreamy like effect that 
could symbolic and have synergy with what people feel when they are about to die. 

Hitchcock further buildings on suspense as cross cutting is used as we see a close 
up of a door begin opened quietly creating suspense as there is someone else in the 
house.  Hitchcock syncs the music up with the action of the scenes to give them 
more of a dramatic influence.  The juxtapositioning of the cross cutting editing 
conveys elements of voyeurism is also used as we feel that that someone other than 
us are watching him creating a sense of suspense and tension fearing for his life.  
The character is also on edge no creating a sense of shared suspense. 

Suddenly in a birds eye veiw or gods veiw we see the killer run out of the door with a 
knife using suprise suspense, deep focus is deliberatly used in the shot by hitchcock 
so that as a veiwer we can make out everything that is happening the gods view 
gives a distorted veiw as he uses unusual compositions to generate tension and 
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suspense as we watch helplessly.  The non diegtic music changes to a repetitve 
shrieking noise that is iconic to the film creating a sense of impending doom and 
having intertextual reference to the shower sqeuence that happened before in the 
linear narrative. 

We diegetically hear the synchronus noise of him being stabbed adding to the horror. 
In a tracking dolly shot the detective falls down the stairs following him creating 
tension as he falls down away from the killers lair. In a horezontail pan shot we see 
him fall on the ground demonstrating directional continuity editing as the killer jumps 
on top of him.  Deliberatly with his back to use so that we are not able to identify the 
killers face creating a sense of it being an anynamous killer that create suspense 
and mystery as to who the killer really is. 

An extreme close up of the knife shows it in the air and plunging down making 
further use of editingto connote that he has been stabbed by the synchrounus 
diegetic scream of the man.  A fade transition is used at the end of the scene to 
convey the idea of being consumed by the killer deliberatly so that tension and 
suspense is created 

 

Examiner’s comments 

AO1 

The response is detailed and confident, showing impressive insight into how the 
three areas of film language combine together to create tension and suspense. 

It is well structured and reasonably well balanced in its treatment of the three areas 
of film language (although editing could have been further developed). 

The response demonstrates a firm grasp of mood and atmosphere and a knowledge 
of different types of Hitchcockian suspense, including vicarious suspense and shared 
suspense. 

AO3 

The analysis of the three elements of film language is closely linked to the mood and 
atmosphere of the sequence.  The answer quickly articulates how the director builds 
up tension and suspense. 

The response shows excellent critical awareness of the central importance of 
camera technique in generating a mood and mystery and suspense.  There is 
detailed discussion of camera movement, low and high camera angles and camera 
framing, including POV shots. 

The answer explains how the director variously employs diegetic sound, an ambient 
musical soundtrack and silence at different points in the sequence to generate 
tension and unease.  The role of the shrieking violins in creating an atmosphere of 
impending doom is clearly articulated. 
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There is keen insight into the director’s creative purpose, noting for example, the 
anonymity of the killer and the director’s desire to keep the identity of the killer 
hidden to sustain the air of mystery. 

The response also provides clear evidence of independent thinking, for example the 
discussion of the dreamlike effect of the slightly out of focus shot and the reference 
to voyeurism. 
 
Quality of Written Communication 
 
Despite the errors noted in spelling and punctuation, form and style of writing is good 
throughout with confidence and effectiveness in the application of moving image 
terminology.  The strengths in AO1 and AO3 resulted in an overall high Level 4 
mark. 
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Section B 

Formalism:  Early European Cinema and American Expressionism 

Question 3 
Describe three elements of Film Noir and explain their purpose. 

Available Marks:  [10] (AO1) 

Mark Awarded:  9 out of 10 marks 
High Level 3 
 
Student’s response 

Film Noir orginated as audiences became bored of the classical hollywood style 
continuity narratives and wanted to experiance a new more indepth story.  Being 
influenced heavily from german expressionism it developed keeping simailar and 
certain conventions. 

Conventions of the film noir genre include extreme use of lighting through use of 
shadows and chairiscuro lighting directors were able to protray the dark humanity 
and atmosphere of the film noir genre.  Primary lighting sources were often put 
underneth the antoagonists face to give them an eerie look.  The vineceen blinds 
were reguarly used for example in the film The God Father it was used to signify 
entrapment and the bars of prison. 

Character and narrative architypes included the classical femme fatal that used her 
sexual allure to use male gaze like a spider drawing you into her trap before 
revealling that see used the fallen hero all along.  The fallen hero or the self 
obsessed character were also popular as well as the curropt police or politician, This 
character types are seen in a number of films particuraly the corrupt police and 
politicians in Brain DePalmas The untouchables.  Femme Fatale is also 
demonstrated in the first film noir film The Maltease Falcon. 

Film noir elements of narrative such as voice overs and non linear storylines were 
also extremely common for the genre as it started usually at the end of the film to 
make the viewer be more active in thinking what the plot is.  Reguarlly withholding 
information about the plot until the very end of the film making use of suprise 
suspense.  It was said that no other director had achieved or conveyed the idea of 
ultimate entrapment and growing tension as much as Fritz Lang who was originally a 
german expressionist filmmaker who came to Hollywood during World War two 
influencing and Creating Filme Noir. 
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Examiner’s comments 

AO1 

This response demonstrates an informed and accurate understanding of Film Noir. 

The candidate identifies three specific features of Film Noir – the use of shadows 
and chiaroscuro lighting, character archetypes such as the femme fatale and the use 
of non-linear narrative structures. 

There is a clear insight into creative purpose with a concise and reasonably assured 
explanation offered for each element of Film Noir referenced. 

There is evident contextual knowledge of Film Noir, including its origins in German 
Expressionism and the importance of the visual and narrative theme of entrapment. 

The response demonstrates confident knowledge of film language and there is 
frequent use of appropriate terminology 

There is reference to a number of relevant filmmakers and movies, including Fritz 
Lang.  More detail could have been provided on how the films referenced illustrate 
noir conventions. 
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Question 4 
Sequence 2.  The residents of Halloweentown get ready to celebrate. 
Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas (1993) Director:  Henry Selick 
Timecode:  00.00.59 – 00.02.01 
Examine the following expressionist sequence. 
How does the director use camera technique, lighting and mise-en-scène to 
create the mood and atmosphere of Halloweentown? 
Available Marks:  [30] (AO1 and AO3) 
Mark Awarded:  25 out of 30 marks 
Low Level 5 
 
 
Student’s response 

Halloweentown has a unsettling, cartoony and haunting mood and atmosphere. 

Camera: 

The clip opens with a swooping camera flaying through Halloweentown, at a canted 
angle which adds to the atmosphere of Halloweentown, as the town is filled with 
crooked and lopsides buildings and objects, so it would make sense that the camera 
mirrored how the town looks.  The camera comes to a stop when it arrives at the 
town, showing the audiance what the town looks like in an establising shot.  The 
camera mainly uses dynamic, swooping, canted camera movement and angles to 
create the town – which mirrors the movement of the ghosts that are leading us 
through the town almost like a Point of View shot, and once the ghosts stop 
appearing, the movements of the camera are smoother and less angled.  The 
camera is at a low angle, when the vampies come out of their home, elongating their 
figures and making them appear more menacing and larger than life almost. 

By increasing the threat of the vampires, it adds to the atmosphere of 
Halloweentown as it shows the scary monsters that live there. 

Mise-en-scene: all the mise-en-scene used creates the atmosphere of 
Halloweentown by using Expressionistic techniques, many of these iconic images 
are used in horrors – which fits the mood, as Halloweentown is a town of monsters. 

Costume – Not many characters are wearing costumes, as many are ghosts, cats or 
glowing shadow eyes.  The Ghosts are made to look stylistic, though, as they float 
and move like shadows and are elongated and their tails are jaggy making them look 
more menacing.  The humanoidish creatures are stylistically dressed.  The vampires 
are shown in long cloaks, and upturned hoods – the iconic and stereotypical look of 
a vampire.  This creates the atmosphere as it shows that this town is full of monsters 
and that its a cartoony town, as the costumes for the vampires and almost jokey 
they're so iconic.  Their cloaks sleeves are also cut to look like bats wings, which is 
fitting for the vampires.  The mayor is wearing a top hat, which is elongated, fitting to 
expressionists techniques and his body is distorted, and does not look human as he 
has a triangle head and body and this makes him look very monstrous and 
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disgusting, which creates the mood of Halloweentown as all the characters seens 
are so far from human, or human looking and shows this town is a dark and twisted 
one. 

Set – The whole set looks like it escaped 'the Cabinet of Dr Calligari' as it is all 
twisted, and sloping and the perspected is warped.  This creates the atmosphere of 
Halloweentown, as it shows that everything is off here, and that it is a twisted town.  
The tombstones seen at the start are made to look gigantic, and looming overheard, 
as the perspective has been warped – creating an ominous atmosphere. 

The gates seen in the garveyard are bent and narrow, creating an unkempt and 
abandoned feel, fitting for a horror. 

Once we enter the town, the buildings are all sloping to one side, creating a valley in 
the middle, that emphasizes teh looming effect of the buildings and makes us feel 
trapped in that setting and creating an unsettling mood and atmosphere of 
Halloween town.  The windows we see are smashed, with sharp, jaggy edges that 
create a dangerous mood and atmosphere as they looked like they could cut you. 
The bed seen is warped to look unnerving, with spikes at the end as the footboard 
and headboard.  This creates an uneasy atmosphere as they made something that is 
usually soft and safe a safety hazourd. 

The checkerboard pattern is warped, and curved, showing that nothing is the same 
in this town as it is in reality.  Warping such an iconic and simple pattern creates a 
stark mood and atmosphere as it shows nothing is safe here, not even kitchen tiles.  
The stairs in this set are short, but long and their perspective is warped, iconic to the 
expressionistic technique and thus creates a dark mood and atmosphere. 

Lighting: 

The whole clip uses low-key expressionist lighting to create Halloweentowns 
haunting mood and atmosphere.  The first shot in the graveyyard uses 
expressionistic shadows to created a scary mood and atmosphere, as they are 
elongated and obviously not human, as some have claws, or horns.  It's mainly black 
and white lighting, with contrasts of red and orange.  This is an unsettling mood and 
atmoisphere as red is often associated with blood, and the orange is fitting as it's the 
colour of pumpkins – and it being Halloweentown and all, this helps create the 
halloweeney mood.  The best examples of this contrast are at the start when the 
orange pumpkins are impaled on the fence – it is the first thing to break away from 
the monotone colour scheme previously seen. It almost says 'This is what we think of 
colour' as they impale them.  This creates a dark mood and atnosphere as it shows 
the town to be a very shadowey and dark place with little colour of expression.  The 
next example is the glowing red eyes under the bed.  This colour contrast creates a 
scary mood as it emphasizes the glowing eyes against the black backdrop and as 
we cannot see anything of this creature minus their teeth and their eyes it makes us 
think they are very dangerous if they have blood read eyes, and makes us fear what 
they actually look like.  The next colour we see is a green light in the vampire's 
house.  this is a very sickly green, like rotting flesh, which fits the mood created in 
halloweentown of death and monsters, and further adds to that.  Stark 
expressionistic shadows are seen when the cat runs to the bin, his gigure elongated 
against the wall, making him seem bigger and more threatening than he actually is – 
which adds to the mood and atmosphere as looking threatening is one of the main 
images seen in this clip, as all the monsters want to show off how scary they are. 
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Examiner’s comments 

AO1 

This is a detailed and sophisticated response showing real insight into mood and 
atmosphere.  The opening sentence describes “the unsettling, cartoony and haunting 
mood and atmosphere” of Halloweentown. 

The answer is well structured and achieves an excellent balance in its treatment of 
the three areas of film language. 

There is solid knowledge and understanding of expressionist style and the stylistic 
influence of the German Expressionist classic, The Cabinet of Dr Caligari. 

Links with the horror genre and the iconic monsters of horror cinema are also cited. 

 
AO3 

The response provides convincing analysis of camera technique, noting how 
dynamic camera movement and canted angles are used to mirror the movements of 
the ghosts and adopt their point of view. 

The answer clearly articulates how the director uses low angle framing to make the 
monsters more menacing and larger than life. 

There is insightful analysis of how the director employs expressionist techniques 
throughout the mise-en-scene to distort perspective and present the setting and 
characters of Halloweentown as crooked, twisted, lopsided, warped and elongated. 

The response clearly demonstrates the role low-key lighting and expressionistic 
shadows play in creating Halloweentown’s haunting mood and atmosphere.  There is 
discussion of the different coloured lighting – red, orange and green – and their 
specific emotional effects. 

There is evidence of independent thinking (for example, comments such as “the 
camera mirrors how the town looks” and “this is what we think of colour”). 
 
Quality of Written Communication 
 
The quality of written communication is of a consistently high standard with only 
occasional lapses in spelling and punctuation.  The form and style of writing meets 
Level 5 criteria. 
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